Hello Science Community Colleagues

We hope you have settled into the UN’s High Level Political Forum and are getting the chance to network with other members of the community and participate in interesting discussion and debate about how science and innovation can drive solutions for the SDGs.

HLPF Shorts:

- See the statement made on SDG4 by the Scientific and Technological Community Major Group [here](#).
- Check out the SIDS toolbox that was released yesterday. It builds on consultations made through a series of partnership dialogues for Small Island Developing States (SIDS) that were held in 2018 in support of the [SAMOA Pathway High-level Review](#).  
  11 July: Meet Alison Meston and Anda Popovici from the ISC at the Vienna Cafe from 9.00am - 10.45am. Look for us with [ISC brochures](#) on the tables with the benches.
- 11 July: Science policy interface including the briefing from the independent group of scientists on the Global Sustainable Development Report (GSDR). Click [here](#).
- 11 July: Mind Matters More Than Money: Boosting Cognitive Competences for Sustainable Development Through Science and Education. Click [here](#).
- 11 July: Learning Lab! Practices and Approaches on quality education towards environment and climate action Click [here](#)for detailed information or for an overview only, click [here](#).
• **12 July**: From science to implementation: Strengthening the science-policy interface to integrate climate change, resilience and SDGs. Click [here](#).
• **12 July**: The Digital Revolution and Sustainable Development: Opportunities and Challenges – TWI2050 launches its second report at the HLPF 2019. Click [here](#) for the full overview.

We hope to see you over the course of the next few days.

Kind regards

Alison Meston
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